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L.Carroll: Through the Looking Glass
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
did gyre and gimble in the wabe,
all mimsy were the borogoves,
and the mome raths outgrave.
"Beware the jaberwock, my son!
the jaws that bite, the claws that catch
beware the jubjub bird and shun
the frumious bandersnatch!“
He took his vorpal sward in hand:
longtime the manxome foe he sought
so tested he by the tumtum tree
and stood a while in thought

1. THE SYLLABLE AS A PHONETIC UNIT




Acoustically:
 single peak of prominence (but weak sounds?
E.g.come and see. Is French pseudosyllabic? Hjelmslev)
Articulatorily:
 Chest pulse theory (Stetson):single opening/closing
of vocal tract. –rejected by Abercr. Also difficulty with
sequences like ‘seeing’ /Hoy he oído…etc.

Working phonetic definition : “a syllable consists of a
centre and margins . The centre has little or no
obstruction to airflow and sounds comparatively loud .
The margins (before and after the centre) involve
greater obstruction to airflow and less loudness ”
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2. SYLLABLE SPLITTING


Pulgram’s principles (1970)
 Maximal open syllable: e.g. mimi-stake
 Minimal coda + maximal onset: trantran-scribir
 Irregular coda: transtrans-cribir

ASSUMPTION: syllable and word have same sequential
constraints

3. PHONOTACTICS
The branch of phonology that studies:

the permissible strings of phonemes in a language
within syllables,
 the constraints on the number of segments which can
appear in the onset, nucleus and coda
 the rules governing the possible sequences of
consonants (‘clusters’
(‘clusters’)) allowed in a system (i.e. which
possible segments can occur in a given position and in

what combinations).





In English, words can be monosyllabic (e.g. glimpsed),
bisyllabic (e.g. careful ), trisyllabic (e.g.discussion ) or
polysyllabic (e.g. competitiveness).
Note: the syllable has fuzzy borders (e.g. student,
one or two syllables?
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4. THE SYLLABLE: ITS CONSTITUENTS
The syllable as a structural unit:
 Onset (O): includes any consonants
(conventionally represented as C) that
precede the nuclear element




Syllable structure

Coda (Co):
(Co): includes any consonants
that follow the nuclear element
Nucleus (N): occupied by vowels
(conventionally represented as V) or
syllabic consonants. Syllabic =
occupying the nuclear element (i.e. N).
Non--syllabic = occupying the margins
Non
(i.e. O and Co)

5. ENGLISH AND SPANISH SYLLABIC STRUCTURE
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6. ENGLISH PHONOTACTICS: THE ONSET



0 Cs
1 C (except
(except ŋ, ʒ only in loanwords:

genre, gigolo..


2 C clusters



3 C clusters (see
next transp.

6.1 TWO C CLUSTERSCLUSTERS-1
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6.2 TWO C CLUSTERSCLUSTERS-2

6.3 THREE C CLUSTERSCLUSTERS-3
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6.4 ONSET RARE CLUSTERS

7. THE NUCLEUS. PHONOTACTIC RESTRICTIONS

Nucleus + Coda restrictions:
restrictions:
 In English –unlike SpanishSpanish- not all vowels are
eligible as nuclear elements if the syllable
consists of just the nucleus (the only compulsory
element).
 Onset + Nucleus restrictions:






if there is a C in the onset, all vowels are allowed as
nucleus except /ʊ/. /u:/ is rare (e.g. ooz oodles).
/aʊ
/aʊ/ can stand on its own. It a C follows, it can only
be a dental, an alveolar or a postpost-alveolar C
segment (e.g. mouth, mouse, vouch).
Only certain vowels are allowed if the syllable is
unstressed/stressed and if it is followed or not by a
consonant in the Coda.
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7.1 VOWEL RESTRICTIONS

8. SYLLABIC CODA
Phonotactic facts about the Coda (Co):


0 C. (e.g. fee, say)



1 C: any except /w/, /j/, /h/.



/r/ only allowed if the following sound is a vowel and
never wordword-finally in non
non--rhotic accents.
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8.1. 2 Cons ENGLISH CODASCODAS-1

5.1. Clusters-a
─ 2-C clusters:
examples

8.2. 2 Cons ENGLISH CODASCODAS-2

5. 2 Clusters-b
─ 2-C clusters: examples
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8.3 2 Cons ENGLISH CODASCODAS-3

5.3 Clusters-c
─ 2-C clusters: examples

8.4 THREE CC- CLUSTERS

Phonotactic facts about the Coda (Co):
 3-C clusters: Many 3
3--C clusters created after the
addition of a suffix (CC+C) as in ‘band+s’, or
two suffixes (C+C+C) as in ‘fif+th+s’) but not all
(e.g. ‘glimpse’).
 The last consonant is always /t, d, s, z, θ/ and
always agrees in voicing with the previous
consonant.
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8.5 FOUR CC- CLUSTERS






All 44-Cons. clusters contain at least one
morpheme boundary:
CC+C+C(‘twelfths’,‘thousandths’) CCC+C (e.g.
‘prompts’, ‘glimpsed’).
The last consonant is always a suffix and the
last two C are always voiceless (this means the
last C is always either /s/ or /t/)
The longer a final cluster becomes, the more of
a tendency for elision, esp. in connected speech.

9. PHONOLOGICAL SYLLABLE RULES (J. Wells, 94)
Relevance of syllable boundaries

 /r/ ALLOPHONY: ear ring vs her ring. Your eyes vs. your
rice.
 ASPIRATION: plum pie vs plump eye. At Acton vs.
a.ttack.
 PRE
PRE--FORTIS CLIPPING: feature vs. feefee-paying. Happy
vs slab.
 T-TAPPING: butter vs my tie.
 T-GLOTTALING: ( unless a vowel or /l/, /n/ follows/or
precedes an obstruent): Gatwick vs. atomic.
 PLOSIVE EPENTHESIS: fence /...nts/ vs. inside.
 T/D ELISION: first
first--rate vs. mistress .
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9.1

ENGLISH SYLLABIFICATION RULE
–J. Wells, 94)

FUNDAMENTAL RULE:
"Subject

to certain conditions, consonants are
syllabified with the more strongly stressed of the
two flanking syllables".
packet= pack it
happy, party, ready.
banker, dolphin, cri sis
"Where adhacent syllables are of equal rank,
consonants are (again subject to the stated
conditions) syllabified with the leftward syllable“
fi
first
rst--rate vs. mistress .

9.2 THE PHONOTACTIC CONDITION



“Phonotactic constraints on syllable structure (as
established with reference to monosyllables) are not
violated”” (Wells, 94)
violated


This condition blocks the operation of the
Fundamental Rule.

En.glish, but chand.ler
pleas.ure


tum.bler

tim.ber (no * -/mb/ final
Mar.y

Short Vs? no.stalg.ic po.ster.ior ca.coph.ony

“they are not absolutely precluded in unstressed syll.
syll.
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9.2.1 PHONOTACTIC CONSTRAINTS

8. Phonotactic constraints on syllable
structure (as established with reference to
monosyllables) are not violated"
• Common
syllabification
principles:
‘extra’ &
‘language’
(revisited),
and ‘panther’

9.3 THE MORPHEME BOUNDARY CONDITION

"In polymorphemic words, consonants belong to
the syllable appropriate to the morpheme of
which they form a part. This applies only to
synchronic , psychologically real morphemes“
morphemes“
(Wells, 94).
Rom.an
bon.us bigg.er hors.es …


Morpheme boundaries block the operation of
main rule:
re.print pre.su.ppose
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9.4 THE AFFRICATE CONDITION


"Affricates (i.e. /tr/, dr, ts, dz) are not split between
syllables, but are treated as indivisible“

teach.er a.llerg.ic cou.rag.eous
petr.ol mattr.ess
squadr.on
bedr.oom entr.y
SELF-SNAGS
SELFSNAGS::
 1. ac.cel.er.ate or --rate?
--rate? (Wells prefers the first)
 2. /I/ is ambiguous (unstressed full or weak vowel?)
arm.ist.ice or ---i.stis
---i.stis (consonant
(consonant--capturing)? pol.it.ics or
--i.tics?
--i.tics? (the second in Aust./USA).
 3.Ambisyllabicity? bebe-tttt-er ? ("Not a useful concept" Wells)
 So rather than CV.CV, in English at least, preference for
a syllatic structure of the type CVC.V.

10. SYLLABLE DIVISION: THE EPD’s POLICY






Adheres to the ‘Maximal Onset Principle’ : consonants
are assigned to the onset provided English phonotactics
is not violated (e.g. concon-stitstit-u-ent, bett
bett--er -but bea
bea--ter).
‘Privilege of occurrence’: unstressed ɪ and ʊ same
privilege as /ә/
/ә/ when a consonant follows: dede-velvel-op
Word boundaries are not violated: hardhard-ware, not harhardware.
Compare LPD ( . ) with EPD ( | )
tea|
tea|ch.er
a.ller|g.ic
a.ller|
cou.ra|
cou.ra|g.eous
pet|r.ol
pet|
mat|
mat|tr.ess
squad
squad|
|r.on
bed|
bed|r.oom en|
en|tr.y
ac.cel.e|
ac.cel.e
|r.ate or --rate?
--rate? (Wells prefers the first)
arm.i|
arm.i
|st.ice or ---i.stis
---i.stis pol.i
pol.i|
|t.ics or --i.tics?
--i.tics?

NOTE: “ No complete satisfactory scheme of syll. division
can be producedproduced- all sets of rules will throw up some
cases which cannot be dealt with properly” (EPD, xiii)
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10.1 SYLLABIFYING IN ENGLISHENGLISH-1

7.4.1. Example-a
• Common syllabification principles: ‘language’

10.2 SYLLABIFYING IN ENGLISHENGLISH-2

7.4.2 Example-b
• Common syllabification principles: ‘bottle’
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